
 
RANDWICK PRECINCT 

Facebook: “Randwick Precinct” For info about Precincts see: www.randwick.nsw.gov.au/Precincts 
Minutes of General Meeting 4 May 2022, 7.00 pm 

Please note all resolutions passed unanimously unless stated 
 

Precinct 
 

Randwick 

Date, meeting 
time and venue 

7.00pm 4 May 2022 – Zoom meeting 

Welcome: Dane Smale, Chair:  
 
Dane welcomed everyone to the Zoom meeting and gave the acknowledgement 
of the local Indigenous People:  
 
“I would like to acknowledge that we are meeting on the land of the Bidjigal and 
the Gadigal peoples who occupied the Sydney Coast, being the traditional 
owners. On behalf of the Randwick Precinct Committee, I acknowledge and pay 
my respects to the Elders both past and present, to Aboriginal people in 
attendance today, and the many rich cultures of the people who live in 
Randwick.” 

1. Attendance: 14 residents:  Dane Smale (Chair), Katrina Drewer, Penelope Nelson, Michael 
Kestevan, Helen Gallagher, Boris Patoka, Leanne Bergan, Vivien Reed, Bill 
Roberts, Paul Barnicoat, Chris Daly, Alex Walker, Paul Chilcott, Peter Thorburn, 
Cr Kathy Neilson, Cr Rafaela Pandolfini, Frank Ko, Manager Development 
Assessment, Tony Lehmann, Manager Integrated Transport, Jo Chittick minute 
taker  

2. Apologies: Nil  
3. Declaration of 
interests: 

Nil 

4. Confirmation of 
previous minutes: 

Minutes of April 2022 meeting to be confirmed. 

5. 
Correspondence: 

Nil 

6. Business 
arising from 
previous minutes: 

Nil 

7. Cr report Dane welcomed Cr Rafaela Pandolfini and congratulated her on election. 
 
Cr Pandolfini gave a brief from the last council meeting: 

• Confirmation to pursue a rebuild of Maroubra SLS club 
• Economic development plan going on exhibition. Encourage 

submissions. A lot more visibility around capital works and details around 
general projects. Some words amended around business zones, 24-hour 
night life licences.  

• A report to be made on contamination Kamay/Botany Bay 
• A report to be made on installation of solar in new builds 
• Installations of faster electric vehicle chargers 
• Report into more childcare provisions 
• Budget and operational plan on exhibition – please make submissions 

https://www.yoursay.randwick.nsw.gov.au/budget2022-23 
 

http://www.randwick.nsw.gov.au/
https://www.yoursay.randwick.nsw.gov.au/budget2022-23


• The mayor put forward a minute on “racism not welcome” signs in 
general areas 

• Memorial installed for victims of Domestic and Family Violence in High 
Cross Park 

• Clovelly Parklet seems to be going ahead. There is another final 
submission that will go on public consultation with public artworks and 
greenery proposed. Another opportunity for feedback. To go out in next 
month or two. Includes traffic study. 

• Coogee Bay Hotel development? No update recently. Will follow up. 

Cr Pandolfini to send information about the Clovelly Road Parklet traffic study 
and Coogee Bay Hotel development.  
 
Resolution 04052022(1): The precinct requests information from the traffic 
study on the Clovelly Parklet. Paul/Katrina CARRIED 
 

8. Treasurer’s 
Report: 

No transactions. 
 

9. General 
Business 

The Summit Aged Care DA 
 
Frank Ko, Manager Development Assessment, RCC updated the precinct on the 
Summit Aged Care DA that was passed and what it means to residents, parking 
and traffic on an already very busy Frenchmans Road. 
 
NSW Dept of Planning approved the DA, opposite Chapel Street, a large DA for 
the area. 23 submissions were from residents.  
 
Sydney Eastern Planning Panel granted the consent in early April for the 
demolition of the existing building and construction of a part 2 and part 4 storey 
nursing home comprising 83 beds and 2 independent living units and a 
basement car park for 18 vehicles. They kept the 2-storey built form towards 
McLennan Ave and the 4 storeys is towards Frenchmans Road. We raised 
issues in terms of bulk and scale, setback, potential impact to the amenity of 
adjoining and nearby neighbours. They amended plans and provided additional 
setback to the residential dwellings fronting McLennan Ave. Importantly, the 
setback to the 2 heritage items, 23 and 25 McLennan Ave, they provided a 
minimum of 3.2 metres up to 4.45 metres setback to the boundaries. In addition, 
they provided landscape screening along the boundaries adjacent to 25 
McLennan and also number 27, to provide a bit of a buffer, and also along rear 
boundaries of 23 and 25. Parking will exit from Frenchmans Rd adjacent to 21 
Frenchmans Rd. How the privacy has been treated - there are conditions of 
consent endorsed by the panel that require the windows facing the rear of 
properties fronting McLennan to be incorporated. Having 1.4 metre frosted or 
obscure glazing, up to 1.4 metres above the floor level and treatment to 
balustrade to balconies facing those properties. 
 
KD – we have issues from residents. It’s been approved, now it’s got to be 
demolished and built. In that, there will be huge disruption. Work hours? Under 
Covid 7 days a week, noise, disruption to traffic; traffic management; work 
zones; loss of car space; traffic being held up; major artery for schools, 
hospitality; demolition – dust, dirt, rooftop terrace and balconies; noise carries, 
light overspill. Quite a number of issues that need policing. How does it get 
policed and what’s the escalation procedure? 



FK – the issues raised have been addressed in consent conditions: Construction 
Site management plan, demolition work plan, Construction traffic management 
plan. They have to prepare and submit to certifier. It should be carried out be 
reputable construction company that know to do the right thing. In case things 
get out of whack, first point of contact would be the rangers if any issues. During 
normal business hours, certifiers details, construction company, foreman’s 
details are available. Contact the certifier. The hours applicable to the 
Development – no work allowed on Sunday or Public Hols. They are allowed to 
carry out M-F 7am to 5pm and Sat 8am to 5pm. Anything like jackhammering, 
etc, vibration, excessive noise is limited to 8am to 1pm M-F only, none on Sat, 
Sun or public holidays.  KD usually residents aren’t aware of conditions of a DA. 
It's important to get something out to residents to let them know there are certain 
conditions, and they are within their rights to ask them to be enforced. 
 
LB concerned over height they are able to go so far above what’s currently 
there. Not council’s decision? FK they could potentially go even higher. Got 
approval for 13.95 metres to top. Given the setback they proposed and the fact 
that they’re entitled to go even higher under new housing SEP, the panel was of 
the opinion if it’s not causing significant impact, there’s not much grounds to 
refuse it on. KD also exceeding floorspace ratio. If residents have an issue with 
the development, they contact the panel? and also NSW planning. 
 
PB – thanks for letting residents near Montefiore know about DA. Will it be 
useful for you to be listed with all noise complaints they failed to address? 30-36 
Dangar St DA. Noisy equipment on top of another roof. Trying to address it but 
failing. Talked to engineer. If in the submission for this DA would our 
submissions about current complaints to noise be of interest? FK you can 
address them to me but if they relate to existing equipment on site causing 
issues, I think you need to refer them to Roman, environmental health 
department, deals with noise complaints. It would be beneficial for them to be 
aware of pre-existing conditions. That would give my team some ideas where 
this application is heading. 
 
Dane thanked Frank for his time. 
 
Tony Lehmann, Manager Integrated Transport addressed concerns and 
questions about parking, bike paths, Govett Street gates, dangerous roads and 
dumped vehicles. 
 
Govett Street Gates: meeting held early last year, re proposals for Darley 
Rd/Govett Street. The community wasn’t satisfied with the proposal. Alternate 
scheme to be developed. We got economic stimulus money from TfNSW to 
implement 29 different pedestrian projects associated with schools so our focus 
over 12-14 months was to maximise that funding to gain new facilities for the 
community. At the same time, there has been a change of staffing in his team, 
to be filled, so a delay. Looking at the first quarter of next financial year (Jul-
Sept) to finalise design and come back to the community. The project is paused 
at the moment. 
 
AW – Tony knows his suggestion, is he following that line or a different view? TL 
yes, looking at left turn only from CP and options at Govett Street gate – will 
have a community consultation, towards the end of that quarter. Hopefully a 
decision later that quarter. Looking at constructing next financial year. 
CD why is it such a challenge? TL it’s just ranked according to other jobs 
referred to above, to get the best outcome for the wider LGA. CD a simple thing 



at the moment is to protect pedestrians – a simple way of getting pedestrian 
access.  
TL should we deal with worst performing intersections first? Focus on ones 
where incidents are happening, but also consider perceived concerns about 
road safety. Black spots are ranked first, where crashes are occurring now. PB 
what about near misses? TL crashes recorded in system involve tow-aways, 
injuries or deaths.  
AW – a number of people coming out of Govett street, making right turn. Put a 
stop sign, stopping them making no right turn. A no right turn out of Govett St. 
that could be done now. TL don’t know the numbers turning right. AW, very few, 
but when they do it, it’s dangerous. TL will investigate turning movements there. 
CD go to CP on a sunny Sunday, exit Govett St gate turning left. AW where to 
stand when you want to cross Darley Rd? TL conflict between pedestrians 
crossing road and traffic. 
KD – when it’s on consultation, come back and tell us what’s on consultation so 
members know how to respond. TL pleased to do that. 
CD thought original plans were excellent. What was the opposition? AW the 
problem with that plan, it caused people to cross closer towards where the bend 
in Darley Rd is, towards the Racecourse. In his view, even crossing immediately 
in front of gate, you can’t cross till you see no cars coming from the racecourse. 
The suggestion was that you move the place where you cross, closer to the 
racecourse. 
KD, wait till next consultation, TL will come and address us, he’ll take our 
feedback. 
 
Parking around the retail and hospitality hubs of Randwick Precinct 
members – The Spot and Frenchmans Road.  
Rear to kerb parking, how do we get it? Market St now getting it. We know there 
are areas (St Marks Rd), anywhere between Frenchmans Rd, Gilderthorpe a 
nightmare with all the workers, etc. the school up the road, they’re parking in 
Gilderthorpe Ave and walking up to Emmanuel School. 
 
TL the angle parking arrangements outside the council building, that’s the bare 
minimum. It’s deemed OK for quiet streets. We’d have to look at the width of the 
streets in your area. KD St Marks Rd, Gilderthorpe, Pine St, Roscrea, off the 
main areas? We wouldn’t put angle parking on Frenchmans Road. KD the artery 
roads are the problem, people who work nearby or get on a bus for the city. 
Gilderthorpe width – possible angle parking. We can have a look at that. KD 
how do we initiate, investigating rear to kerb parking? TL happy for precinct to 
suggest streets for angle parking. It will be controlled by the dimensions of the 
street. Many through Randwick have 12.8 m kerb alignment, so generally we 
can install angle parking. Sometimes it’s been installed and residents then don’t 
like the look and feel of the street. You have to weigh up on practicalities of not 
finding parks. We’re investigating 90-degree parking at St Marks Rd. Will look at 
Gilderthorpe. 
 
Randwick footpaths – safety. Are scooters and bikes allowed? What’s the 
policy? 
TL electric scooters on public roads and footpaths are illegal at this time. State 
Govt introduced trials that petered out, lost momentum. They have a minister 
now, includes active transport. Asked for councils to trial electric scooters. RCC 
agreed in recent years to be part of the trial. We don’t know what the trial will be. 
Footpaths or roadways? Sense it might be footpaths. Trial will involve 
assessment and feedback. Make submissions at the time. We will distribute to 
precinct when trial comes to us. Re bicycles, 16 years or under only, or adults 



accompanying children 16 years or under. It is an issue for delivery bicycles, 
there is a demand for them. Council can’t enforce that restriction, only report to 
police. That is an issue. If there are locations where it’s seen often, let me know 
and we’ll ask the police to enforce that. DS do we go to other cities that have 
them and ask for their data? TL a state govt trial, not RCC. They’ve done 
extensive research internationally and in Australian cities. There is a demand for 
eScooters. It is illegal to ride on footpath and roads at the moment. We will be 
part of the trial. KD – email precinct if you have any bad streets so we can 
collect data for TL. 
 
Dangerous Roads: 
KD: Allison Rd between Carrington and Arden, narrow, parking on both sides. 
TL residents and others have raised previously this. We are comfortable as 
people are going slow. If we eliminate parking on one side to make it wider, 
speeds would go up and incidents. It is a street you can’t go along breezily. You 
have to take care, especially when there’s another vehicle. We don’t get many 
incidents. A suggestion to narrow nature strip - again, it would increase speeds. 
Any services involved, relocating becomes very expensive. Understand the 
concerns, but his advice, performing relatively well, speeds are slow. Leave it 
alone. KD speed limit on that road? Also, Frenchmans Road. What is the 
thinking? TL councils don’t have power over speed limits. The power to legally 
introduce or limit sits with TfNSW. We’d have to apply to them to introduce 
speed limits on local roads. We have explored Coogee and North Coogee up to 
Clovelly in line with Waverly, 40 km speed limit, in parts of Maroubra, 
Kensington and Kingsford and will send a copy of the resolution to you. It’s also 
in the Integrated Transport strategy. The challenge is that generally, TfNSW 
doesn’t accede to reduce speed limits unless we put in devices. Speed humps 
are noisy. Angle slow ways? Deflect laterally or vertically to induce slower 
speed. That loses parking. It’s challenging. Transport will only consider 
reductions where it is self-enforcing. If you just put 40kph on Market or Clovelly 
without any other devices, there will be constant calls for resources from 
stretched police. It’s challenging to enforce. The road has to seem like a slow 
road. Frenchmans is a state road managed by TfNSW. We could ask them but 
same as local, it is their road, their decision. KD Options for opposite Bake Bar? 
It is lethal. TL we all want safer roads, but there is sometimes a clash between 
objectives. KD rear to kerb would slow in every street. BP where there are 
speed bumps, is it easier to impose 40k limit? TL they generally want areas 
rather than streets. People get confused. They tend to want areas rather than 
isolated streets. Alison Rd has 50k speed limit. BP where speed bumps are 
introduced for crossing, people complaining about noise, accelerating to 50 from 
a speed bump is noisier. If limited to 40, not so much accelerating to 50? TL 
breaking and accelerating is one part, suspension is another. Another aspect, 
there are trials in Sydney of 30k – internationally the usual speed limit in 
residential Europe and UK. When we reduced from 60 to 50, people said it 
should be 30. Belmore or Coogee Bay or The Spot, it could be 30kph.  
 
Clovelly and Carrington Rd parklet and impact on parking and traffic. Has 
the traffic study been done yet? 
TL spoke to Joe Ingegneri who said the studies have been done. Based on 
community feedback they’re modifying the design, will be put to council in 
coming months.  
 
LB how many parks were lost at the Spot when parking measures were 
introduced at St Pauls St. TL about 4 spaces. 
  



Dane thanked Tony for his time. Leanne also thanked Tony for his time talking 
about Chapel Street recently.  
 

10. Other 
Business 

Request to council officer setting up zoom meetings: Please change 
settings so we can share screen and also allow everyone to put comments in 
chat. 
 

11. Meeting 
closed: 

8.30pm 

12. Next meeting: Wednesday 1 June 2022, 7pm (zoom meeting) 
  

 


